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Bullock 2 And gagged. (Grimlish trembles with suppressed erotic exitement). That was fifteen 

minutes ago. Realising time was of the essence, I bounced off as fast as I could. And 

it appears I arrived in time. The Black Fox is incapacitated. This time he won’t 

escape. (Noble hands the ID Card back to him). Now, where is Mister Platt?  

Everyone lowers their head. 

Colette Murdered. Mort. Fini. 

Drake Snuffed it.  

Bullock 2 But… The Black Fox has never killed anyone.  

Colette This time, obviously he did.  

Bullock 2 My apologies. So I was too late after all. (To Colette). My condolences, miss. You are 

his daughter? 

Penny I am Penny Platt. Why don’t I introduce everyone?  

Grimlish Is there time? 

Penny We’ll do it quickly. (The following introductions are spoken at breakneck speed).This 

is my fiancé, Thomas Tottering.  

Thomas Hello. 

Penny Colette LaMarre, my brother’s… lady friend.  

Colette Enchantée. 

Penny Miss Noble, father’s private secretary.  

Noble Personal.  

Penny Miss Grimlish, the housekeeper. (Grimlish snorts derisively). And the maid, Livia. (Livia 

curtsies). There are two more… (back to ordinary speed) … my brother Malcolm and 

the chauffeur, Drake.  

Colette They’re upstairs getting an Etruscan dagger.  

Bullock 2 So he managed to stow it away.  

Penny Who? 

Bullock 2 The Fox. 

Penny No, that was my brother.  

Colette It’s a long story.  

Bullock 2 So it would seem.  

Enter Malcolm and Drake, flustered. 

Drake Now we’ve looked into absolutely every nook and… (Seeing Bullock 1 on the floor). 

Crikey!  

Malcolm What have you done to the Inspector? 

Penny This is the Inspector.  

Bullock 2  Glad to meet you. My condolences. I am Inspector Bullock of the Yard.  

Drake There’s something familiar…  

Malcolm But if you’re Inspector Bullock… then who’s that?  

Thomas It’s the Fox. He hornswoggled us. Oh, hang it!  

Drake Glad you’re here, Inspector. We have a new problem.  

Malcolm The dagger. 

Bullock 2 The Etruscan one? What of it?  

Drake Vanished. Into thin air.  

Malcolm Like a fart in a fan factory.  

Noble Didn’t you tell us it was in your room? 

Malcolm Certainly. But it isn’t anymore.  

Drake Somebody’s nicked it.  

Grimlish ‘Nicked it’? 

Drake Gypped it. 
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Bullock 2 Copped it. 

Drake Sniped it.  

Bullock 2 Snatched it.  

Drake Half-inched it.  

Grimlish (Finally getting it). Oh, half-inched it. 

Bullock 2 (Pointing at Bullock 1). Well, he doesn’t have it on his person. I’ve already ransacked 

him. Ergo, he’s hidden it in the house, and there is searching to be done. Scrutinize 

every chest of drawers, knock on the walls for secret compartments… you get the 

idea. Any questions? (Drake has one). Drake? 

Drake (Gesturing at Bullock 1). What’s to be done with this geezer?  

Grimlish Surely you don’t expect us to leave him laying about? 

Drake Maybe there’s somewhere to keep him locked up?  

Penny The broom cupboard! 

Bullock 2 Splendid. Mister Platt. Drake. 

They nod. 

Grimlish (Giving Drake a set of keys). The last door on the right before the kitchen.  

Bullock 2 (Pointing at people, he sends them away). Ground floor. First floor. Servants’ wing. 

Cellar. Garage and stables. Hup hup! Double time!  

Penny, Thomas, Colette, Noble and Livia exit. Bullock 2 and Grimlish exit. Malcolm and Drake stay, looking at 

Bullock 1. Malcolm lifts his feet. 

Malcolm He’s quite heavy for a copper.  

Drake (Grabbing Bullock 1 by the armpits, he starts lifting). A cop?  

Malcolm What? 

Drake He's not a cop.  

Malcolm Oh, rot.  

Drake Right.  

Malcolm But he weighs a lot. Do you think he’s lighter up top?  

Drake Could be.  

Malcolm How about we swap?  

Drake Why not?  

Malcolm lets go of the feet. Drake lowers Bullock 1’s head. Malcolm and Drake change places. 

Malcolm I’m a bit out of shape. Fancy him pulling the wool over our eyes. Good thing the real 

inspector got here in the nick of time. Or a little after.  (He tries to lift Bullock 1’s upper 

body). He’s quite heavy this end too.  

Drake Put him down. (Malcolm does so). I’ll do a fireman’s lift. 

Malcolm On a policeman. How droll.  

Drake He’s not a cop, he’s a thief. Give us a hand.  

They struggle together, Drake doing most of the actual work, till he’s got Bullock 1 across his shoulders. 

Malcolm holds Bullock 1 by the feet. 

Malcolm I’ve got him! 

They exit. Bullock 2 peeps in, watches them leave, makes sure he is alone, enters, walks down the steps, stops 

and looks around. Noble sneaks in too. 

Noble Inspector Bullock? May I have a word with you?  

Bullock 2 (Half hiding his disapproval with a smile). That’s why I’m here.  

Noble It’s about the murder. We all agree that The Black Fox came to The Arches passing 

himself off as you, to steal the Etruscan dagger. But everyone assumes he also shot 

Mister Platt.  

Bullock 2 Everyone but you?  


